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AIIMMNX MAXIMIN maximum of set of minima [n -S] 

AIIMMNX MINIMAX minimum of set of maxima [n -ES] 

 

AIIMNPT IMPAINT to paint or depict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIIMNPT TIMPANI TIMPANO, kettledrum [n] 

 

AIIMNSS SAIMINS SAIMIN, Hawaiian noodle soup [n] 

AIIMNSS SIMIANS SIMIAN, ape or monkey [n] 

 

AIKKMOT KAMOTIK komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

AIKKMOT KOMATIK Inuit sledge [n -S] 

 

AIKNPRS KIRPANS KIRPAN, dagger carried by Sikhs [n] 

AIKNPRS PARKINS PARKIN, kind of bread made with molasses and oatmeal [n] 

 

AILMNPS MISPLAN to plan badly [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

AILMNPS PLASMIN enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

AILMRST MISTRAL cold, dry wind [n -S] 

AILMRST RAMTILS RAMTIL, tropical plant [n] 

 

AILNOST LATINOS LATINO, Latin American [n] 

AILNOST TALIONS TALION, retaliation for crime [n] 

 

AILNPSU PAULINS PAULIN, sheet of waterproof material [n] 

AILNPSU SPINULA spinule (small thorn) [n -E] 

 

AILNPTU NUPTIAL wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

AILNPTU UNPLAIT to undo plaits of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AILNPTY INAPTLY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv] 

AILNPTY PTYALIN salivary enzyme [n -S] 

 

AILNRSU INSULAR islander (one that lives on island) [n -S] 

AILNRSU URINALS URINAL, fixture used for urinating [n] 

 

AILNSTY NASTILY NASTY, offensive to senses [adv] 

AILNSTY SAINTLY of or befitting saint [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

 

AILOPST APOSTIL marginal note [n -S] 

AILOPST TOPSAIL sail of ship [n -S] 

 

AILPPSY PAYSLIP brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n -S] 

AILPPSY SAPPILY SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adv] 

 

AILPSST PASTILS PASTIL, pastille (lozenge (small, often medicated candy)) [n] 

AILPSST SPITALS SPITAL, hospital (medical institution) [n] 
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AILPSWY SLIPWAY area sloping toward water in shipyard [n -S] 

AILPSWY WASPILY WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adv] 

 

AILRTTY RATTILY in manner suggestive of rats [adv] 

AILRTTY TARTILY TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adv] 

 

AIMNOTU MANITOU Algonquian Indian deity [n -S] 

AIMNOTU TINAMOU South American game bird [n -S] 

 

AINNQTU QUINNAT food fish [n -S] 

AINNQTU QUINTAN recurrent fever [n -S] 

 

AINOPTU OPUNTIA American cactus [n -S] 

AINOPTU UTOPIAN one who believes in perfectibility of human society [n -S] 

 

AINORST AROINTS AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AINORST RATIONS RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

 

AINOSSU SANIOUS SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj] 

AINOSSU SUASION persuasion [n -S] 

 

AINPRSW INWRAPS INWRAP, to enwrap (to envelop (to cover completely)) [v] 

AINPRSW RIPSAWN RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

 

AINPSST PISSANT offensive word [n -S] 

AINPSST PTISANS PTISAN, tea of herbs or barley [n] 

 

AINQSTU ASQUINT with sidelong glance [adv] 

AINQSTU QUINTAS QUINTA, country estate in Portugal or Latin America [n] 

 

AINSSTT STATINS STATIN, any of class of drugs that reduce serum cholesterol levels [n] 

AINSSTT TANISTS TANIST, heir apparent to Celtic chief [n] 

 

AINSSTU ISSUANT coming forth [adj] 

AINSSTU SUSTAIN to maintain by providing with food and drink [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AIORSTV TRAVOIS type of sled [n -ES] 

AIORSTV VIATORS VIATOR, traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n] 

 

AIORSUV SAVIOUR savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n -S] 

AIORSUV VARIOUS of diverse kinds [adj] 

 

AKLOTUW OUTWALK to surpass in walking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AKLOTUW WALKOUT strike by workers [n -S] 

 

ALLOSWW SWALLOW to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALLOSWW WALLOWS WALLOW, to roll about [v] 
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ALLOTWY TALLOWY resembling tallow [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

ALLOTWY TOLLWAY road on which tolls are collected [n -S] 

 

ALMORST MORTALS MORTAL, human being [n] 

ALMORST STROMAL STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [adj] 

 

ALMRTUU MUTULAR MUTULE, ornamental block used in classical Greek architecture [adj] 

ALMRTUU TUMULAR having form of mound [adj] 

 

ALMSSUY ALYSSUM flowering plant [n -S] 

ALMSSUY ASYLUMS ASYLUM, institution for care of mentally ill [n] 

 

ALMSTUU MUTUALS MUTUAL, mutual fund [n] 

ALMSTUU UMLAUTS UMLAUT, to modify vowel sound by partial assimilation to succeeding sound [v] 

 

ALNOOSS SALOONS SALOON, tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n] 

ALNOOSS SOLANOS SOLANO, strong, hot wind [n] 

 

ALNOSST SANTOLS SANTOL, tropical tree [n] 

ALNOSST STANOLS STANOL, fully saturated phytosterol [n] 

 

ALOPRST PATROLS PATROL, to pass through area for purposes of observation or security [v] 

ALOPRST PORTALS PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [n] 

 

ALOSTUY LAYOUTS LAYOUT, arrangement or plan [n] 

ALOSTUY OUTLAYS OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

 

AMNOORS MAROONS MAROON, to abandon in isolated place [v] 

AMNOORS ROMANOS ROMANO, Italian cheese [n] 

 

AMNOPST POSTMAN mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n -MEN] 

AMNOPST TAMPONS TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

 

AMNORSS RAMSONS RAMSON, broad-leaved garlic [n] 

AMNORSS RANSOMS RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

 

AMNORST MATRONS MATRON, married woman of established social position [n] 

AMNORST TRANSOM small window above door or another window [n -S] 

 

AMNORSY MASONRY structure built of stone or brick [n -RIES] 

AMNORSY MORNAYS MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n] 

 

AMNOSTU AMOUNTS AMOUNT, to combine to yield sum [v] 

AMNOSTU OUTMANS OUTMAN, to surpass in manpower [v] 

 

AMNRSTU ANTRUMS ANTRUM, cavity in bone [n] 

AMNRSTU UNSMART not smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 
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ANNORST NATRONS NATRON, chemical compound [n] 

ANNORST NONARTS NONART, something that is not art [n] 

 

ANNPSSU SANNUPS SANNUP, married male Native American [n] 

ANNPSSU UNSNAPS UNSNAP, to undo snaps of [v] 

 

ANOOPRT PATROON landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n -S] 

ANOOPRT PRONOTA PRONOTUM, hard outer plate of insect [n] 

 

ANOORST RATOONS RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

ANOORST SANTOOR santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S] 

 

ANORSTT ATTORNS ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

ANORSTT RATTONS RATTON, rat [n] 

 

ANORSUU ANUROUS having no tail [adj] 

ANORSUU URANOUS pertaining to uranium (radioactive element) [adj] 

 

ANPRSTU SUNTRAP pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n -S] 

ANPRSTU UNSTRAP to remove strap from [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

 

ANRSSTU SANTURS SANTUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

ANRSSTU SUNSTAR type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 

 

AOPRRST PARROTS PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

AOPRRST RAPTORS RAPTOR, bird of prey [n] 

 

AOPRRTY PARROTY resembling parrot (hook-billed tropical bird) [adj] 

AOPRRTY PORTRAY to represent pictorially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AOPRSSU SAPOURS SAPOUR, sapor (flavor) [n] 

AOPRSSU UPSOARS UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

 

AOPSTUY AUTOPSY to examine dead body to determine cause of death [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

AOPSTUY PAYOUTS PAYOUT, money that is paid out [n] 

 

AORSSUY OSSUARY receptacle for bones of dead [n -RIES] 

AORSSUY SUASORY SUASION, persuasion [adj] 

 

APRSTTU STARTUP act of starting something [n -S] 

APRSTTU UPSTART to spring up suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BBBDELO BLOBBED BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BBBDELO BOBBLED BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

 

BBBDELU BLUBBED BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BBBDELU BUBBLED BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 
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BBBELRU BLUBBER to weep noisily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BBBELRU BUBBLER drinking fountain [n -S] 

 

BBCELOR CLOBBER to trounce (to beat severely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BBCELOR COBBLER mender of shoes [n -S] 

 

BBDEILO BILOBED bilobate (having two lobes) [adj] 

BBDEILO LOBBIED LOBBY, to attempt to influence legislators [v] 

 

BBDEILR DIBBLER one that dibbles (to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water)) [n -S] 

BBDEILR DRIBBLE to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

BBEGILR GLIBBER GLIB, fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [adj] 

BBEGILR GRIBBLE marine isopod [n -S] 

 

BBEILOS BILBOES BILBO, finely tempered sword [n] 

BBEILOS LOBBIES LOBBY, to attempt to influence legislators [v] 

 

BBEIRRS BRIBERS BRIBER, one that bribes (to practice bribery) [n] 

BBEIRRS RIBBERS RIBBER, one that ribs (to poke fun at) [n] 

 

BBELORS LOBBERS LOBBER, one that lobs (to throw or hit in high arc) [n] 

BBELORS SLOBBER to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BBEMORS BOMBERS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n] 

BBEMORS MOBBERS MOBBER, one that mobs (to crowd about) [n] 

 

BBENRSU NUBBERS NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n]   

BBENRSU SNUBBER SNUB, short (having little length) [adj] / one that snubs (to treat with contempt or neglect) [n -S] 

 

BBGIINR BRIBING BRIBE, to practice bribery [v] 

BBGIINR RIBBING act of one that ribs [n -S] / RIB, to poke fun at [v] 

 

BBGIMNO BOMBING attack with bombs [n -S] / BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v] 

BBGIMNO MOBBING MOB, to crowd about [v] 

 

BBGINOS GIBBONS GIBBON, arboreal ape [n] 

BBGINOS SOBBING SOB, to cry with convulsive catching of breath [v] 

 

BBGINSU GUBBINS trivial object [n -ES] 

BBGINSU SUBBING thin coating on support of photographic film [n -S] / SUB, to act as substitute [v] 

 

BBINORS RIBBONS RIBBON, to decorate with ribbons (narrow strips of fine fabric) [v] 

BBINORS ROBBINS ROBBIN, roband (piece of yarn used to fasten sail) [n] 

 

BCDEIOS BODICES BODICE, corset [n] 

BCDEIOS CEBOIDS CEBOID, one of family of monkeys [n] 
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BCDENOU BOUNCED BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BCDENOU BUNCOED BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

 

BCEEEHS BEECHES BEECH, type of tree [n] 

BCEEEHS BESEECH to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

 

BCEHINT BENTHIC pertaining to oceanic depths [adj] 

BCEHINT BITCHEN excellent [adj] 

 

BCEILOR BRICOLE cushion shot in billiards [n -S] 

BCEILOR CORBEIL sculptured fruit basket [n -S] 

 

BCELMRU CLUMBER stocky spaniel [n -S] 

BCELMRU CRUMBLE to break into small pieces [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

BCEMORS COMBERS COMBER, one that combs (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [n] 

BCEMORS RECOMBS RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

 

BCENOSU BOUNCES BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BCENOSU BUNCOES BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

 

BCEORSU BESCOUR to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BCEORSU OBSCURE dark or indistinct [adj -R, -ST] / to make obscure [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

BCERSTU BECRUST to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BCERSTU BECURST BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

 

BCIINOT BIONTIC BIONT, living organism [adj] 

BCIINOT BITCOIN blockchain currency [n -S]   

 

BCIIOPS BIOPICS BIOPIC, biographical movie [n] 

BCIIOPS BIOPSIC pertaining to examination of living tissue [adj] 

 

BCILMPU PLUMBIC containing lead [adj] 

BCILMPU UPCLIMB to climb up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BCILOOR BICOLOR something having two colors [n -S] 

BCILOOR BROCOLI broccoli (vegetable related to cabbage) [n -S] 

 

BCINORS BICORNS BICORN, bicorne (type of hat) [n] 

BCINORS BICRONS BICRON, one billionth of meter [n] 

 

BCISSTU BUSTICS BUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

BCISSTU CUBISTS CUBIST, adherent of cubism (style of art) [n] 

 

BCLOOSU COLOBUS large African monkey [n -BI, -ES] 

BCLOOSU SUBCOOL to cool below freezing point without solidification [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BDDEEEW BEDEWED BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BDDEEEW WEEDBED area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

 

BDDEEIT BETIDED BETIDE, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

BDDEEIT DEBITED DEBIT, to charge with debt [v] 

 

BDDELOO BLOODED BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 

BDDELOO BOODLED BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

 

BDDERSU BUDDERS BUDDER, one that buds (to put forth buds (undeveloped plant parts)) [n] 

BDDERSU REDBUDS REDBUD, small tree [n] 

 

BDEEERR BREEDER one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n -S] 

BDEEERR REBREED to breed again [v RED, -ING, -S] 

 

BDEEILL BELLIED BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BDEEILL LIBELED LIBEL, to make or publish defamatory statement about [v] 

 

BDEEIMR BEMIRED BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BDEEIMR BERIMED BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

 

BDEEINR BENDIER BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BDEEINR INBREED to breed closely related stock [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

 

BDEELNR BLENDER one that blends (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [n -S] 

BDEELNR REBLEND to blend again [v -ED, -NT, -ING, -S] 

 

BDEELOW BOWELED BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BDEELOW ELBOWED ELBOW, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

 

BDEELSS BEDLESS having no bed [adj] 

BDEELSS BLESSED holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj -ER, -EST] / BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

 

BDEEMRU EMBRUED EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

BDEEMRU UMBERED UMBER, to color with brown pigment [v] 

 

BDEEORS BEDSORE type of sore [n -S] 

BDEEORS SOBERED SOBER, to make sober [v] 

 

BDEGGLO BLOGGED BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BDEGGLO BOGGLED BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

 

BDEGHIT BEDIGHT to bedeck (to clothe with finery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDEGHIT BIGHTED BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v] 

 

BDEGIRS BEGIRDS BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BDEGIRS BRIDGES BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 
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BDEGLNU BLUNGED BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BDEGLNU BUNGLED BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

 

BDEGLRU BLUDGER loafer or shirker [n -S] 

BDEGLRU BURGLED BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

 

BDEIIRS BIRDIES BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BDEIIRS BRIDIES BRIDIE, pastry filled with meat and onions [n] 

 

BDEILNR BLINDER BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S] 

BDEILNR BRINDLE brindled color [n -S] 

 

BDEILRU BUILDER one that builds (to construct) [n -S] 

BDEILRU REBUILD to build again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

 

BDEIOOS BOODIES BOODY, offensive word [n] 

BDEIOOS DOOBIES DOOBIE, marijuana cigarette [n] 

 

BDEIORS BORIDES BORIDE, boron compound [n] 

BDEIORS DISROBE to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v -D, -BING, -S] 

 

BDEIORT DEORBIT to come out of orbit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDEIORT ORBITED ORBIT, to move or revolve around [v] 

 

BDEIRST BESTRID BESTRIDE, to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v] 

BDEIRST BISTRED BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [adj] 

 

BDEIRSU BRUISED BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BDEIRSU BURDIES BURDIE, burd (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

 

BDELMRU DRUMBLE to move slowly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BDELMRU RUMBLED RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

 

BDELNRU BLUNDER to make mistake [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDELNRU BUNDLER one that bundles (to fasten group of objects together) [n -S] 

 

BDELORU BOULDER to climb up large rocks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BDELORU DOUBLER one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n -S] 

 

BDELORW BOWLDER boulder [n -S] 

BDELORW LOWBRED lowborn (of humble birth) [adj] 

 

BDELOSU BLOUSED BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BDELOSU DOUBLES DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

 

BDELOTT BLOTTED BLOT, to spot or stain [v] 

BDELOTT BOTTLED BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 
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BDELOTU BOULTED BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BDELOTU DOUBLET close-fitting jacket [n -S] 

 

BDENNOU BOUNDEN obliged [adj] 

BDENNOU UNBONED not boned (to debone (to remove bones from)) [adj] 

 

BDEORST DEBTORS DEBTOR, one who owes something to another [n] 

BDEORST STROBED STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

 

BDILPUU BUILDUP accumulation [n -S] 

BDILPUU UPBUILD to build up [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

 

BDINSTU BUNDIST member of bund [n -S] 

BDINSTU DUSTBIN trash can [n -S] 

 

BDOOOWX BOXWOOD evergreen shrub [n -S] 

BDOOOWX WOODBOX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES] 

 

BEEEFIR BEEFIER BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEEFIR FREEBIE something given or received without charge [n -S] 

 

BEEERSZ BEEZERS BEEZER, nose [n] 

BEEERSZ BREEZES BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

 

BEEHOPS EPHEBOS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

BEEHOPS PHOEBES PHOEBE, small bird [n] 

 

BEEILMS BESLIME to cover with slime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BEEILMS BESMILE to smile on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

BEEINOS EBONIES EBONY, hard, heavy wood [n] 

BEEINOS EBONISE to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

BEEISST BESTIES BESTIE, best friend [n]   

BEEISST BETISES BETISE, stupidity [n] 

 

BEELRST BELTERS BELTER, one that belts (to fasten with belt (strap or band worn around waist)) [n] 

BEELRST TREBLES TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 

 

BEENORS BOREENS BOREEN, lane in Ireland [n] 

BEENORS ENROBES ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

 

BEENSTU BUTENES BUTENE, butylene (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n] 

BEENSTU SUBTEEN person approaching teenage years [n -S] 

 

BEEOPPS BOPEEPS BOPEEP, game of peekaboo [n] 

BEEOPPS PEEPBOS PEEPBO, game of peekaboo [n] 
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BEEORRS REBORES REBORE, to bore again [v] 

BEEORRS SOBERER SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

 

BEERSSU REBUSES REBUS, type of puzzle [n] 

BEERSSU SUBSERE type of ecological succession [n -S] 

 

BEERSTW BESTREW to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BEERSTW WEBSTER weaver (one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads)) [n -S] 

 

BEFFRSU BUFFERS BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BEFFRSU REBUFFS REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v] 

 

BEFFSTU BUFFEST BUFF, having muscular physique [adj] 

BEFFSTU BUFFETS BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

 

BEFILSU FUSIBLE capable of being melted [adj] 

BEFILSU SUBFILE subdivision of file [n -S] 

 

BEGGLOR BLOGGER one who blogs [n -S] 

BEGGLOR BOGGLER one that causes another to boggle [n -S] 

 

BEGINOS BINGOES BINGO, game of chance [n] 

BEGINOS BIOGENS BIOGEN, hypothetical protein molecule [n] 

 

BEGINOY BIOGENY development of life from preexisting life [n -NIES] 

BEGINOY OBEYING OBEY, to follow commands or guidance of [v] 

 

BEGLNRU BLUNGER one that blunges (to mix clay with water) [n -S] 

BEGLNRU BUNGLER one that bungles (to work, make, or do clumsily) [n -S] 

 

BEGLNSU BLUNGES BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BEGLNSU BUNGLES BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

 

BEGLOSW BOWLEGS BOWLEG, outwardly curved leg [n] 

BEGLOSW WEBLOGS WEBLOG, website that contains online personal journal [n] 

 

BEGOORS BOOGERS BOOGER, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 

BEGOORS GOOBERS GOOBER, peanut (nutlike seed or pod of annual vine) [n] 

 

BEHRSSU BRUSHES BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BEHRSSU BUSHERS BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

 

BEILLRS BILLERS BILLER, one that bills (to present statement of costs to) [n] 

BEILLRS REBILLS REBILL, to bill again [v] 

 

BEILORS BOILERS BOILER, vessel for boiling [n] 

BEILORS REBOILS REBOIL, to boil again [v] 
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BEIMORW IMBOWER to embower (to surround with foliage) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEIMORW WOMBIER WOMBY, hollow (not solid (having definite shape and volume)) [adj] 

 

BEIMRST TIMBERS TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

BEIMRST TIMBRES TIMBRE, quality given to sound by its overtones [n] 

 

BEIMRSU ERBIUMS ERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

BEIMRSU IMBRUES IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

 

BEIMRTU IMBRUTE to make brutal [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BEIMRTU TERBIUM metallic element [n -S] 

 

BEINNOS BENISON blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] 

BEINNOS BONNIES BONNY, person that one loves [n] 

 

BEINRSU BURNIES BURNIE, brooklet (small brook or creek) [n] 

BEINRSU SUBERIN substance found in cork cells [n -S] 

 

BEINRTU TRIBUNE defender of rights of people [n -S] 

BEINRTU TURBINE type of engine [n -S] 

 

BEIORSS BOSSIER BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BEIORSS RIBOSES RIBOSE, pentose sugar [n] 

 

BEIRRSU BRUISER big, husky man [n -S] 

BEIRRSU BURIERS BURIER, one that buries (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

 

BEIRSTU BUSTIER BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] / woman's undergarment [n -S] 

BEIRSTU RUBIEST RUBY, of deep-red color [adj] 

 

BEISSTU BUSIEST BUSY, occupied [adj] 

BEISSTU SUBSITE subdivision of site [n -S] 

 

BEKLRSU BULKERS BULKER, ship that carries cargo in bulk (mass) [n] 

BEKLRSU BURLESK type of stage show [n -S] 

 

BEKOORS BOOKERS BOOKER, one that books (to engage services) [n] 

BEKOORS REBOOKS REBOOK, to book again [v] 

 

BEKRRSU BRUSKER BRUSK, brusque (abrupt in manner) [adj] 

BEKRRSU BURKERS BURKER, one that burkes (to murder by suffocation) [n] 

 

BELMOOR BLOOMER blooming plant [n -S] 

BELMOOR REBLOOM to bloom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BELMPRU PLUMBER one who installs and repairs plumbing [n -S] 

BELMPRU REPLUMB to plumb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BELMRTU TUMBLER one that tumbles (to fall or roll end over end) [n -S] 

BELMRTU TUMBREL type of cart [n -S] 

 

BELMSTU STUMBLE to miss one's step in walking or running [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BELMSTU TUMBLES TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

 

BELORSW BLOWERS BLOWER, one that blows (to damn (to curse)) [n] 

BELORSW BOWLERS BOWLER, one that bowls (to play at bowling) [n] 

 

BELORTT BLOTTER piece of ink-absorbing paper [n -S] 

BELORTT BOTTLER one that bottles (to put into bottle (rigid container)) [n -S] 

 

BELOSSU BLOUSES BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BELOSSU BOLUSES BOLUS, large pill [n] 

 

BELRTUY BRUTELY in brutal (cruel; savage) manner [adv] 

BELRTUY BUTLERY storage room [n -RIES] 

 

BELSSTU BUSTLES BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BELSSTU SUBLETS SUBLET, to rent leased property to another [v] 

 

BEMNOSW BOWSMEN BOWSMAN, bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n] 

BEMNOSW ENWOMBS ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

 

BENOOST BOONEST BOON, intimate [adj] 

BENOOST OBENTOS OBENTO, Japanese meal packed in box [n] 

 

BEOORST BOOSTER one that boosts (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

BEOORST REBOOTS REBOOT, to boot again [v] 

 

BEOORSZ BOOZERS BOOZER, one that boozes (to drink liquor excessively) [n] 

BEOORSZ REBOZOS REBOZO, long scarf [n] 

 

BEORSST SORBETS SORBET, sherbet (frozen fruit-flavored mixture) [n] 

BEORSST STROBES STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

 

BEORSSW BOWSERS BOWSER, truck having tank for fuel or water [n] 

BEORSSW BROWSES BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

 

BERSTTU BRUTEST BRUTE, resembling animal; cruel [adj] 

BERSTTU BUTTERS BUTTER, to spread with butter (milk product) [v] 

 

BFLLOWY BLOWFLY type of fly [n -LIES] 

BFLLOWY FLYBLOW to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

 

BGGILNU BUGLING BUGLE, to play bugle (brass wind instrument) [v] 

BGGILNU BULGING BULGE, to swell out [v] 
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BGIKNOR BORKING act of attacking candidate in media [n -S] / BORK, to attack candidate in media [v] 

BGIKNOR BROKING business of broker [n -S] 

 

BGILNOS GLOBINS GLOBIN, simple protein [n] 

BGILNOS GOBLINS GOBLIN, evil or mischievous creature [n] 

 

BGILNOT BILTONG dried and cured meat [n -S] 

BGILNOT BOLTING BOLT, to sift (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [v] 

 

BGILNOW BLOWING BLOW, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BGILNOW BOWLING game in which balls are rolled at objects [n -S] / BOWL, to play at bowling [v] 

 

BGINORS BORINGS BORING, inner cavity [n] 

BGINORS SORBING SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption [v] 

 

BGINOSS BOSSING BOSS, to supervise [v] 

BGINOSS GIBSONS GIBSON, martini served with tiny onion [n] 

 

BGINOSW BOWINGS BOWING, technique of managing bow of stringed instrument [n] 

BGINOSW BOWSING BOWSE, to bouse (to haul by means of tackle) [v] 

 

BGINRUY BURYING BURY, to put in ground and cover with earth [v] 

BGINRUY RUBYING RUBY, to tint with color of ruby (deep-red precious stone) [v] 

 

BGINSSU BUSINGS BUSING, act of transporting by bus [n] 

BGINSSU BUSSING busing (act of transporting by bus) [n -S] / BUS, to transport by bus (large motor vehicle) [v] / BUSS, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

 

BGINSTU BUSTING BUST, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v] 

BGINSTU TUBINGS TUBING, material in form of tube [n] 

 

BILNTUU TUBULIN protein that polymerizes to form tiny tubules [n -S] 

BILNTUU UNBUILT UNBUILD, to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

 

BILORST BRISTOL smooth cardboard [n -S] 

BILORST STROBIL strobile (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n -S] 

 

BNORTUU BURNOUT destructive fire [n -S] 

BNORTUU OUTBURN to burn longer than [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

 

BOOPSTY POSTBOY boy who carries mail [n -S] 

BOOPSTY POTBOYS POTBOY, boy who serves customers in tavern [n] 

 

BOSTUUY BUYOUTS BUYOUT, purchase of business [n] 

BOSTUUY OUTBUYS OUTBUY, to surpass in buying [v] 

 

CCDEKLO CLOCKED CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CCDEKLO COCKLED COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 
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CCEEHKR CHECKER to mark with squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CCEEHKR RECHECK to check again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CCEEHRS CRECHES CRECHE, day nursery [n] 

CCEEHRS SCREECH to utter harsh, shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

CCEHILS CHICLES CHICLE, tree gum [n] 

CCEHILS CLICHES CLICHE, trite expression [n] 

 

CCEHIOR CHOICER CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CCEHIOR CHOREIC CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

 

CCEHIST CHICEST CHIC, smartly stylish [adj] 

CCEHIST HECTICS HECTIC, fever accompanied by flushed cheeks [n] 

 

CCEIILS CILICES CILICE, coarse cloth [n] 

CCEIILS ICICLES ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [n] 

 

CCEILRS CIRCLES CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CCEILRS CLERICS CLERIC, member of clergy [n] 

 

CCEIORT CEROTIC pertaining to beeswax [adj] 

CCEIORT ORECTIC pertaining to appetites or desires [adj] 

 

CCEKORS COCKERS COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CCEKORS RECOCKS RECOCK, to cock again [v] 

 

CCENNOT CONCENT harmony (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

CCENNOT CONNECT to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CCIKLOY COCKILY in cocky (arrogantly self-confident) manner [adv] 

CCIKLOY COLICKY pertaining to or associated with colic [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

 

CDDEEER DECREED DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

CDDEEER RECEDED RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

 

CDDEEIR DECIDER one that decides (to make choice or judgment) [n -S] 

CDDEEIR DECRIED DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

 

CDDEENS DESCEND to come or go down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CDDEENS SCENDED SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

 

CDDEEOR DECODER one that decodes (to convert coded message into plain language) [n -S] 

CDDEEOR RECODED RECODE, to code again [v] 

 

CDDEESU DEDUCES DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

CDDEESU SEDUCED SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 
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CDDELOS CODDLES CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CDDELOS SCOLDED SCOLD, to rebuke harshly [v] 

 

CDDELRU CUDDLER one that cuddles (to hug tenderly) [n -S] 

CDDELRU CURDLED CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

 

CDEEEPR CREEPED CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CDEEEPR PRECEDE to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

CDEEFLT CLEFTED CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CDEEFLT DEFLECT to turn aside [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CDEEILP PEDICEL slender basal part of organism [n -S] 

CDEEILP PEDICLE pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [n -S] 

 

CDEEIRS DECRIES DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

CDEEIRS DEICERS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

 

CDEEIRT RECITED RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

CDEEIRT TIERCED divided into three equal parts [adj] 

 

CDEEISX EXCIDES EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

CDEEISX EXCISED EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

 

CDEEKLS DECKELS DECKEL, deckle (frame used in making paper by hand) [n] 

CDEEKLS DECKLES DECKLE, frame used in making paper by hand [n] 

 

CDEELPU CUPELED CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CDEELPU DECUPLE to increase tenfold [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CDEENOR ENCODER one that encodes (to put into code) [n -S] 

CDEENOR ENCORED ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

 

CDEENOS ENCODES ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

CDEENOS SECONDE position in fencing [n -S] 

 

CDEENRT CENTRED CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CDEENRT CREDENT believing [adj] 

 

CDEENST DESCENT act of descending (to come or go down) [n -S] 

CDEENST SCENTED SCENT, to fill with odor [v] 

 

CDEEOPR PRECODE to code beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CDEEOPR PROCEED to go forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CDEEOST CESTODE tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n -S] 

CDEEOST ESCOTED ESCOT, to provide support for [v] 
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CDEFKOR DEFROCK to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CDEFKOR FROCKED FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

 

CDEFOSU DEFOCUS to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

CDEFOSU FOCUSED FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

 

CDEGINU DEUCING DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

CDEGINU EDUCING EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

 

CDEHILS CHIELDS CHIELD, young man [n] 

CDEHILS CHILDES CHILDE, youth of noble birth [n] 

 

CDEHINS CHINSED CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CDEHINS SCHNEID losing streak [n -S]   

 

CDEHIRS CHIDERS CHIDER, one that chides (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [n] 

CDEHIRS HERDICS HERDIC, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

 

CDEHNRU CHUNDER to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CDEHNRU CHURNED CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

 

CDEHORW CHOWDER to make thick soup of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CDEHORW COWHERD one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n -S] 

 

CDEHOSW CHOWSED CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CDEHOSW COWSHED shelter for cows [n -S] 

 

CDEIINS INCISED INCISE, to cut into [v] 

CDEIINS INDICES INDEX, type of reference guide at end of book [n] 

 

CDEIINT IDENTIC identical [adj] 

CDEIINT INCITED INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

 

CDEIIST DEISTIC DEIST, adherent of deism (religious philosophy) [adj] 

CDEIIST DICIEST DICEY, dangerous [adj] 

 

CDEIKLN CLINKED CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CDEIKLN NICKLED NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

 

CDEIKLS SICKLED SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement having single blade [v] 

CDEIKLS SLICKED SLICK, to make slick [v] 

 

CDEIKNS DICKENS devil [n -ES] 

CDEIKNS SNICKED SNICK, to nick (to make shallow cut in) [v] 

 

CDEIKST DETICKS DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

CDEIKST STICKED STICK, to pierce with pointed object [v] 
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CDEILLO COLLIDE to come together with violent impact [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CDEILLO COLLIED COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

 

CDEILNU INCLUDE to have as part [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CDEILNU NUCLIDE species of atom [n -S] 

 

CDEIMOS MEDICOS MEDICO, doctor or medical student [n] 

CDEIMOS MISCODE to code wrongly [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

CDEINOS CODEINS CODEIN, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

CDEINOS SECONDI SECONDO, lower part in piano duet [n] 

 

CDEIORV CODRIVE to work as codriver [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

CDEIORV DIVORCE to terminate marriage contract between [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

CDEIOST CESTOID cestode (tapeworm (parasitic worm)) [n -S] 

CDEIOST COEDITS COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

 

CDEIPRS CRISPED CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

CDEIPRS PERCIDS PERCID, freshwater fish of perch family [n] 

 

CDEIPST DEPICTS DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

CDEIPST DISCEPT to debate (to argue about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CDEIRRU CURDIER CURDY, curdled [adj] 

CDEIRRU CURRIED CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

 

CDEIRST CREDITS CREDIT, to accept as true [v] 

CDEIRST DIRECTS DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of [v] 

 

CDEIRSV CERVIDS CERVID, mammal of deer family [n] 

CDEIRSV SCRIVED SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

 

CDEKLSU SCULKED SCULK, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

CDEKLSU SUCKLED SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

 

CDEKORS DOCKERS DOCKER, dock worker [n] 

CDEKORS REDOCKS REDOCK, to dock again [v] 

 

CDEKOST DOCKETS DOCKET, to supply with identifying statement [v] 

CDEKOST STOCKED STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

 

CDELLOU COLLUDE to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CDELLOU LOCULED LOCULE, loculus (small, cell-like chamber) [adj] 

 

CDELOOR COLORED having color [adj] / COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] 

CDELOOR DECOLOR to deprive of color [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CDENOOS CONDOES CONDO, individually owned unit in multiunit structure [n] 

CDENOOS SECONDO lower part in piano duet [n -DI] 

 

CDENORW CROWNED CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CDENORW DECROWN to deprive of crown; depose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CDEOORV CODROVE CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

CDEOORV VOCODER electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S] 

 

CDEORRS CORDERS CORDER, one that cords (to fasten with cord (thin rope)) [n] 

CDEORRS RECORDS RECORD, to set down for preservation [v] 

 

CDEORTU COURTED COURT, to woo (to seek affection of) [v] 

CDEORTU EDUCTOR one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

 

CDEOSTU DOUCEST DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

CDEOSTU SCOUTED SCOUT, to observe for purpose of obtaining information [v] 

 

CDERSTU CRUDEST CRUDE, unrefined (not refined (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

CDERSTU CRUSTED CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

 

CDGILNO CODLING unripe apple [n -S] 

CDGILNO LINGCOD marine food fish [n -S] 

 

CDHIOOR CHOROID membrane of eye [n -S] 

CDHIOOR OCHROID ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

 

CDINOTU CONDUIT channel or pipe for conveying fluids [n -S] 

CDINOTU NOCTUID night-flying moth [n -S] 

 

CDNOORS CONDORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CDNOORS CORDONS CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

 

CEEENSS ESSENCE fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

CEEENSS SENESCE to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

CEEERRT ERECTER erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S] 

CEEERRT REERECT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEEFPRT PERFECT lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind [adj -ER, -EST] / to make perfect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEEFPRT PREFECT ancient Roman official [n -S] 

 

CEEHILS HELICES HELIX, something spiral in form [n] 

CEEHILS LICHEES LICHEE, litchi (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

 

CEEHISV CHEVIES CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CEEHISV SEVICHE dish of raw fish [n -S] 
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CEEHLRY CHEERLY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CEEHLRY LECHERY excessive sexual indulgence [n -RIES] 

 

CEEHLSW LECHWES LECHWE, African antelope [n] 

CEEHLSW WELCHES WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

 

CEEHRST ETCHERS ETCHER, one that etches (to engrave with acid) [n] 

CEEHRST RETCHES RETCH, to make effort to vomit [v] 

 

CEEHRSW CHEWERS CHEWER, one that chews (to crush or grind with teeth) [n] 

CEEHRSW RECHEWS RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

 

CEEHSTV CHEVETS CHEVET, apsidal end of church [n] 

CEEHSTV VETCHES VETCH, climbing plant [n] 

 

CEEIKPR PECKIER PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

CEEIKPR PICKEER to skirmish in advance of army [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEEILNT CENTILE value of statistical variable [n -S] 

CEEILNT LICENTE SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

 

CEEILRT RETICLE network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S] 

CEEILRT TIERCEL tercel (male falcon) [n -S] 

 

CEEINRS CERESIN hard whitish wax [n -S] 

CEEINRS SINCERE free from hypocrisy or falseness [adj -R, -ST] 

 

CEEINRT ENTERIC pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal) [adj] 

CEEINRT ENTICER one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n -S] 

 

CEEIRSV SCRIEVE to move along swiftly and smoothly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CEEIRSV SERVICE to repair (to restore to good condition) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

CEELORT ELECTOR one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

CEELORT ELECTRO to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEEMOPR COMPEER to equal or match [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEEMOPR COMPERE to act as master of ceremonies [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

CEENORS ENCORES ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

CEENORS NECROSE to affect with necrosis [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

CEENPRT PERCENT one part in hundred [n -S] 

CEENPRT PRECENT to lead church choir in singing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEEORRV COVERER one that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S] 

CEEORRV RECOVER to obtain again after losing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CEEPPRT PERCEPT something that is perceived [n -S] 

CEEPPRT PRECEPT rule of conduct [n -S] 

 

CEEPSTX EXCEPTS EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

CEEPSTX EXPECTS EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

 

CEERRSU RESCUER one that rescues (to free from danger) [n -S] 

CEERRSU SECURER SECURE, free from danger [adj] / one that secures something [n -S] 

 

CEFFIOS COIFFES COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

CEFFIOS OFFICES OFFICE, position of authority [n] 

 

CEFFORS COFFERS COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

CEFFORS SCOFFER one that scoffs (to express rude doubt or derision) [n -S] 

 

CEFIKLR FICKLER FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

CEFIKLR FLICKER to move waveringly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEFILRU FLUERIC FLUERICS, fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [adj] 

CEFILRU LUCIFER friction match [n -S] 

 

CEFINOR COINFER to infer jointly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CEFINOR CONIFER evergreen tree [n -S] 

 

CEFIRTY CERTIFY to confirm (to assure validity of) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CEFIRTY RECTIFY to correct (to make free from error) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

 

CEFORSU FOCUSER one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n -S] 

CEFORSU REFOCUS to focus again [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

 

CEFOSSU FOCUSES FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

CEFOSSU FUCOSES FUCOSE, type of sugar [n] 

 

CEGILNR CLINGER one that clings (to adhere closely) [n -S] 

CEGILNR CRINGLE small loop of rope [n -S] 

 

CEGINOS COGNISE to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CEGINOS COIGNES COIGNE, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] 

 

CEGORSU SCOURGE to punish severely [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CEGORSU SCROUGE to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

CEHHOST HOTCHES HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

CEHHOST SHOCHET person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n -IM] 

 

CEHIISV CHIVIES CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CEHIISV VICHIES VICHY, type of mineral water [n] 
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CEHIKNT KITCHEN room where food is cooked [n -S] 

CEHIKNT THICKEN to make thick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEHILNO CHOLINE B vitamin [n -S] 

CEHILNO HELICON large bass tuba [n -S] 

 

CEHINOP CHOPINE type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

CEHINOP PHOCINE pertaining to seals [adj] 

 

CEHINPS PINCHES PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

CEHINPS SPHENIC shaped like wedge [adj] 

 

CEHINRS INCHERS INCHER, something having specified number of inches [n] 

CEHINRS RICHENS RICHEN, to make rich [v] 

 

CEHINRT CITHERN cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CEHINRT CITHREN cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

 

CEHINST ETHNICS ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [n] 

CEHINST STHENIC STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

 

CEHIORS COHEIRS COHEIR, joint heir [n] 

CEHIORS HEROICS HEROIC, epic verse [n] 

 

CEHIPST CHIPSET set of integrated circuits [n -S] 

CEHIPST PITCHES PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

 

CEHIRST CITHERS CITHER, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CEHIRST RICHEST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

 

CEHKOSY CHOKEYS CHOKEY, choky (prison) [n] 

CEHKOSY HOCKEYS HOCKEY, game played on ice [n] 

 

CEHNORT CHORTEN Tibetan shrine [n -S] 

CEHNORT NOTCHER one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n -S] 

 

CEHNOST NOTCHES NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

CEHNOST TECHNOS TECHNO, style of disco music [n] 

 

CEHOORS CHOOSER one that chooses (to take by preference) [n -S] 

CEHOORS SOROCHE mountain sickness [n -S] 

 

CEHORSU CHOUSER one that chouses (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

CEHORSU ROUCHES ROUCHE, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

 

CEHOSSU CHOUSES CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CEHOSSU HOCUSES HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 
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CEIINOS EOSINIC EOSIN, red dye [adj] 

CEIINOS NICOISE served with black olives, tomatoes, olive oil, and often anchovies [adj] 

 

CEIINRS IRENICS branch of theology [n IRENICS] 

CEIINRS SERICIN kind of protein [n -S] 

 

CEIINSS ICINESS state of being icy (covered with ice) [n -ES] 

CEIINSS INCISES INCISE, to cut into [v] 

 

CEIINTZ CITIZEN resident of city or town [n -S] 

CEIINTZ ZINCITE ore of zinc [n -S] 

 

CEIKLNR CLINKER to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEIKLNR CRINKLE to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CEIKLPR PICKLER vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n -S] 

CEIKLPR PRICKLE to prick (to puncture slightly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CEIKLRS LICKERS LICKER, one that licks (to pass tongue over surface of) [n] 

CEIKLRS SLICKER SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] / oilskin raincoat [n -S] 

 

CEIKLRT TICKLER one that tickles (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [n -S] 

CEIKLRT TRICKLE to flow or fall in drops [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CEIKLST STICKLE to argue stubbornly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CEIKLST TICKLES TICKLE, to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation [v] 

 

CEIKNOT KENOTIC KENOSIS, incarnation of Christ [adj] 

CEIKNOT KETONIC KETONE, type of chemical compound [adj] 

 

CEIKNRS NICKERS NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

CEIKNRS SNICKER to utter partly stifled laugh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEIKORR CORKIER CORKY, corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)) [adj] 

CEIKORR ROCKIER ROCKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

 

CEIKPST PICKETS PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

CEIKPST SKEPTIC person who doubts generally accepted ideas [n -S] 

 

CEILMOP COMPILE to collect into volume [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CEILMOP POLEMIC controversial argument [n -S] 

 

CEILNOP PINOCLE pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

CEILNOP PLEONIC PLEON, abdomen of crustacean [adj] 

 

CEILNOS CINEOLS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n] 

CEILNOS INCLOSE to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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CEILNPS PENCILS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

CEILNPS SPLENIC pertaining to spleen (ductless organ of body) [adj] 

 

CEILOPR PELORIC PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

CEILOPR POLICER one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

 

CEILORS COILERS COILER, one that coils (to wind in even rings) [n] 

CEILORS RECOILS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

 

CEILOSS LOESSIC LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

CEILOSS OSSICLE small bone [n -S] 

 

CEILPPR CLIPPER one that clips (to trim by cutting) [n -S] 

CEILPPR CRIPPLE to disable or impair [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CEILSTU LUCITES LUCITE, trademark [n] 

CEILSTU LUETICS LUETIC, one infected with syphilis [n] 

 

CEIMNOS INCOMES INCOME, sum of money earned regularly [n] 

CEIMNOS MESONIC MESON, subatomic particle [adj] 

 

CEIMNOT CENTIMO any of various small coins [n -S] 

CEIMNOT TONEMIC TONEME, tonal unit of speech [adj] 

 

CEIMRSU CERIUMS CERIUM, metallic element [n] 

CEIMRSU MURICES MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

 

CEIMSSU CESIUMS CESIUM, metallic element [n] 

CEIMSSU MISCUES MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

 

CEINOPT ENTOPIC situated in normal place [adj] 

CEINOPT NEPOTIC NEPOTISM, favoritism shown to relative [adj] 

 

CEINORT COINTER to bury together [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CEINORT NOTICER one that notices (to become aware of) [n -S] 

 

CEINOST NOTICES NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

CEINOST SECTION to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEINOSV COVINES COVINE, covin (conspiracy to defraud) [n] 

CEINOSV NOVICES NOVICE, person new to any field or activity [n] 

 

CEINQSU CINQUES CINQUE, number five [n] 

CEINQSU QUINCES QUINCE, apple-like fruit [n] 

 

CEINRST CISTERN water tank [n -S] 

CEINRST CRETINS CRETIN, idiot (mentally deficient person) [n] 
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CEINSST INCESTS INCEST, sexual intercourse between closely related persons [n] 

CEINSST INSECTS INSECT, any of class of small invertebrate animals [n] 

 

CEINSTY CYSTEIN cysteine (amino acid) [n -S] 

CEINSTY CYSTINE amino acid [n -S] 

 

CEIORTX EXCITOR exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n -S] 

CEIORTX XEROTIC XEROSIS, abnormal dryness of body part or tissue [adj] 

 

CEIOSTX COEXIST to exist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CEIOSTX EXOTICS EXOTIC, something from another part of world [n] 

 

CEIPRRS CRISPER CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] / one that crisps (to make crisp) [n -S] 

CEIPRRS PRICERS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

 

CEIPRTU CUPRITE ore of copper [n -S] 

CEIPRTU PICTURE to make visual representation of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

CEIPSST CESSPIT cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

CEIPSST SEPTICS SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [n] 

 

CEIRRSU CRUISER boat that cruises [n -S] 

CEIRRSU CURRIES CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

 

CEIRSTU CURITES CURITE, radioactive mineral [n] 

CEIRSTU ICTERUS diseased condition of liver [n -ES] 

 

CEJNOSU JOUNCES JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

CEJNOSU JUNCOES JUNCO, small finch [n] 

 

CEKLORS LOCKERS LOCKER, enclosure that may be locked [n] 

CEKLORS RELOCKS RELOCK, to lock again [v] 

 

CEKLOST LOCKETS LOCKET, small ornamental case [n] 

CEKLOST LOCKSET set of hardware for locking door [n -S] 

 

CEKNORS CONKERS CONKER, chestnut used in British game [n] 

CEKNORS RECKONS RECKON, to count or compute [v] 

 

CEKOORS COOKERS COOKER, one that cooks (to prepare food by heating) [n] 

CEKOORS RECOOKS RECOOK, to cook again [v] 

 

CELLOSU LOCULES LOCULE, loculus (small, cell-like chamber) [n] 

CELLOSU OCELLUS minute simple eye [n -LLI] 

 

CELLRSU CULLERS CULLER, one that culls (to select from others) [n] 

CELLRSU SCULLER one that sculls (to propel with type of oar) [n -S] 
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CELMPRU CLUMPER large floating chunk of ice [n -S] 

CELMPRU CRUMPLE to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CELNOOS COLONES COLON, monetary unit of Costa Rica [n] / COLONE [n] 

CELNOOS CONSOLE to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CELNORS CLONERS CLONER, one that clones (to reproduce by asexual means) [n] 

CELNORS CORNELS CORNEL, hardwood tree or shrub [n] 

 

CELOORR COLORER one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [n -S] 

CELOORR RECOLOR to color again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CELOORS COOLERS COOLER, something that cools (to make less warm) [n] 

CELOORS CREOSOL chemical compound [n -S] 

 

CELOOST COOLEST COOL, moderately cold [adj] 

CELOOST OCELOTS OCELOT, American wildcat [n] 

 

CELOPSU CLOSEUP photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

CELOPSU COUPLES COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

 

CELOPTU COUPLET pair of successive lines of verse [n -S] 

CELOPTU OCTUPLE to multiply by eight [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CELORSS CLOSERS CLOSER, one that closes (to block against entry or passage) [n] 

CELORSS CRESOLS CRESOL, chemical disinfectant [n] 

 

CELORSU CLOSURE to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CELORSU COLURES COLURE, astronomical circle [n] 

 

CELORSV CLOVERS CLOVER, plant [n] 

CELORSV VELCROS VELCRO, trademark [n] 

 

CELOSST CLOSEST CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

CELOSST CLOSETS CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

 

CELRTUY CRUELTY cruel act [n -TIES] 

CELRTUY CUTLERY occupation of cutler [n -RIES] 

 

CEMMRSU CUMMERS CUMMER, godmother [n] 

CEMMRSU SCUMMER one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n -S] 

 

CEMNOOY ECONOMY thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [n -MIES] 

CEMNOOY MONOECY condition of being monecian [n -CIES] 

 

CENNRSU CUNNERS CUNNER, marine fish [n] 

CENNRSU SCUNNER to feel loathing or disgust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CENOORR CORONER officer who investigates questionable deaths [n -S] 

CENOORR CROONER one that croons (to sing softly) [n -S] 

 

CENORRS CORNERS CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

CENORRS SCORNER one that scorns (to treat or regard with contempt) [n -S] 

 

CENORRW CROWNER coroner (officer who investigates questionable deaths) [n -S] 

CENORRW RECROWN to crown again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CENORST CORNETS CORNET, trumpetlike instrument [n] 

CENORST CRETONS spread of shredded pork and onions [n CRETONS] 

 

CEOOPRS COOPERS COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

CEOOPRS SCOOPER one that scoops (to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil)) [n -S] 

 

CEOORST COOTERS COOTER, turtle [n] 

CEOORST SCOOTER to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEOOSTY COYOTES COYOTE, small wolf [n] 

CEOOSTY OOCYTES OOCYTE, egg before maturation [n] 

 

CEOPRSS CORPSES CORPSE, dead body [n] 

CEOPRSS PROCESS to treat or prepare by special method [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

CEOPRST COPTERS COPTER, helicopter [n] 

CEOPRST PROSECT to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEOPRSU CROUPES CROUPE, rump of certain animals [n] 

CEOPRSU RECOUPS RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

 

CEORRSU COURSER one that courses (to cause hounds to chase game) [n -S] 

CEORRSU SCOURER one that scours (to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing) [n -S] 

 

CEORTUV CUTOVER land cleared of trees [n -S] 

CEORTUV OVERCUT to cut too much [v OVERCUT, -ING, -S] 

 

CEPPRSU CUPPERS CUPPER, one that performs cupping [n] 

CEPPRSU SCUPPER to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CEPRSSU PERCUSS to strike with force [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CEPRSSU SPRUCES SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

 

CERSTUY CURTESY type of legal tenure [n -SIES] 

CERSTUY CURTSEY to curtsy (to bow politely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CFFOSTU CUTOFFS CUTOFF, point at which something terminates [n] 

CFFOSTU OFFCUTS OFFCUT, something that is cut off [n] 
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CFLPSUU CUPFULS CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CFLPSUU CUPSFUL CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

 

CGHIIMN CHIMING CHIME, to ring harmoniously [v] 

CGHIIMN MICHING MICHE, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

 

CGHIKNO CHOKING CHOKE, to impede breathing of [v] 

CGHIKNO HOCKING HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

 

CGHINOR CHORING CHORE, to do small jobs [v] 

CGHINOR OCHRING OCHRE, to ocher (to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment)) [v] 

 

CGIKNNO CONKING CONK, to hit on head [v] 

CGIKNNO NOCKING NOCK, to notch bow or arrow [v] 

 

CGIKNOR CORKING CORK, to stop up [v] 

CGIKNOR ROCKING ROCK, to move back and forth [v] 

 

CGIKNOS COKINGS COKING, process of converting coal into coke (carbon fuel) [n] 

CGIKNOS SOCKING SOCK, to strike forcefully [v] 

 

CGILNOO COOLING COOL, to make less warm [v] 

CGILNOO LOCOING LOCO, to poison with locoweed [v] 

 

CGINOPS COPINGS COPING, top part of wall [n] 

CGINOPS SCOPING SCOPE, to look at in order to evaluate [v] 

 

CGINOST COSTING estimation of price of production of something [n -S] / COST, to estimate price for production of [v] 

CGINOST GNOSTIC adherent of gnosticism [n -S] 

 

CHIKSST SCHTIKS SCHTIK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

CHIKSST SHTICKS SHTICK, entertainment routine [n] 

 

CHIKSTY KITSCHY garish; gaudy [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHIKSTY SHTICKY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, KIEST] 

 

CHIMSTY CHYMIST chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n -S] 

CHIMSTY TYCHISM proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

 

CHINOPS CHOPINS CHOPIN, chopine (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] 

CHINOPS PHONICS science of sound [n PHONICS] 

 

CHKLOSY SHLOCKY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

CHKLOSY SHYLOCK to lend money at high interest rates [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CHLOSUY CHYLOUS CHYLE, digestive fluid [adj] 

CHLOSUY SLOUCHY slouching [adj -HIER, HIEST] 
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CHNORSY CHYRONS CHYRON, type of digital graphic video overlay [n]   

CHNORSY SYNCHRO selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

 

CIIILLT ILLICIT not permitted (to allow (to put no obstacle in way of)) [adj] 

CIIILLT ILLITIC ILLITE, group of minerals [adj] 

 

CIILNOP CIPOLIN type of marble [n -S] 

CIILNOP PICOLIN picoline (chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

CIILOST COLITIS inflammation of colon [n -ES]  

CIILOST SOLICIT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CIIMOST MIOTICS MIOTIC, agent that causes miosis [n] 

CIIMOST SOMITIC SOMITE, longitudinal segment of body of some animals [adj] 

 

CIKNPTU NUTPICK device for extracting kernels from nuts [n -S] 

CIKNPTU PINTUCK very narrow fold of fabric [n -S] 

 

CIKPSTU STICKUP robbery at gunpoint [n -S] 

CIKPSTU UPTICKS UPTICK, increase or rise [n] 

 

CILNORY CORNILY in corny (trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) manner [adv] 

CILNORY LYRICON electronic wind instrument [n -S] 

 

CILOPSU OILCUPS OILCUP, closed cup for supplying lubricant [n] 

CILOPSU UPCOILS UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

 

CIMNOOR MORONIC MORON, mentally deficient person [adj] 

CIMNOOR OMICRON Greek letter [n -S] 

 

CIMNORS CRIMSON to make crimson (red color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CIMNORS MICRONS MICRON, unit of length [n] 

 

CIMNOSU CONIUMS CONIUM, poisonous herb [n] 

CIMNOSU UNICOMS UNICOM, radio communications system at some airports [n] 

 

CIMOSST COSMIST supporter of cosmism [n -S] 

CIMOSST SITCOMS SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n] 

 

CINOOPS OPSONIC pertaining to opsonin (antibody of blood serum) [adj] 

CINOOPS POCOSIN upland swamp [n -S] 

 

CINOSST CONSIST to be made up or composed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CINOSST TOCSINS TOCSIN, alarm sounded on bell [n] 

 

CKLOPTU POTLUCK food which is incidentally available [n -S] 

CKLOPTU PUTLOCK putlog (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 
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CKNSTUU UNSTUCK UNSTICK, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

CKNSTUU UNTUCKS UNTUCK, to release from being tucked up [v] 

 

CKOOOTU COOKOUT meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n -S] 

CKOOOTU OUTCOOK to surpass in cooking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CLLOOPS COLLOPS COLLOP, small portion of meat [n] 

CLLOOPS SCOLLOP to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

CNOOPSU COUPONS COUPON, certificate entitling holder to certain benefits [n] 

CNOOPSU SOUPCON minute amount [n -S] 

 

CNOORST CONSORT to keep company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CNOORST CROTONS CROTON, tropical plant [n] 

 

COOPSTU COPOUTS COPOUT, backing out of responsibility [n] 

COOPSTU OCTOPUS nocturnal octopod [n -PI, -PODES, -ES] 

 

DDDEILR DIDDLER one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

DDDEILR RIDDLED RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v] 

 

DDEEFII DEIFIED DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DDEEFII EDIFIED EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

 

DDEEFIL DEFILED DEFILE, to make dirty [v] 

DDEEFIL FIELDED FIELD, to play as fielder [v] 

 

DDEEGIN DEEDING DEED, to transfer by deed (legal document) [v] 

DDEEGIN DEIGNED DEIGN, to lower oneself to do something [v] 

 

DDEEIMS DEMISED DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DDEEIMS MISDEED evil act [n -S] 

 

DDEELRS REDDLES REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v] 

DDEELRS SLEDDER one that sleds (to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice)) [n -S] 

 

DDEENRU DENUDER one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n -S] 

DDEENRU ENDURED ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

 

DDEEOPS DEPOSED DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DDEEOPS SEEDPOD type of seed vessel [n -S] 

 

DDEERST REDDEST RED, of color of blood [adj] 

DDEERST TEDDERS TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

 

DDEETTU DUDETTE dudish female [n -S] 

DDEETTU DUETTED DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 
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DDEFNOU FONDUED FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

DDEFNOU FOUNDED FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

 

DDEGGRU DRUGGED DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DDEGGRU GRUDGED GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v] 

 

DDEGILR GIRDLED GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

DDEGILR GRIDDLE to cook on flat pan [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

DDEGINR GRINDED GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

DDEGINR REDDING RED, to redd (to put in order) [v] / REDD [v] 

 

DDEHLRU HUDDLER one that huddles (to crowd together) [n -S] 

DDEHLRU HURDLED HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

 

DDEHNOS HODDENS HODDEN, coarse cloth [n] 

DDEHNOS SHODDEN SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

 

DDEIIOS IODIDES IODIDE, compound of iodine [n] 

DDEIIOS IODISED IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

 

DDEIKRS KIDDERS KIDDER, one that kids (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

DDEIKRS SKIDDER one that skids (to slide sideways as result of loss of traction) [n -S] 

 

DDEILNS DINDLES DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DDEILNS SLIDDEN SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [v] 

 

DDEILNW DWINDLE to decrease steadily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DDEILNW WINDLED WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

 

DDEILRS DREIDLS DREIDL, dreidel (spinning toy) [n] 

DDEILRS RIDDLES RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v] 

 

DDEISTU STUDDIE anvil [n -S] 

DDEISTU STUDIED STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

 

DDELOOR DOODLER one that doodles (to draw or scribble aimlessly) [n -S] 

DDELOOR DROOLED DROOL, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

 

DDENNOR DENDRON dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n -S] 

DDENNOR DONNERD donnered (dazed) [adj] 

 

DDENOSS ODDNESS state of being odd (unusual (not usual)) [n -ES] 

DDENOSS SODDENS SODDEN, to make soggy [v] 

 

DDGGINO DODGING DODGE, to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [v] 

DDGGINO GODDING GOD, to treat as god (supernatural being) [v] 
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DDIIOSX DIOXIDS DIOXID, dioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

DDIIOSX IXODIDS IXODID, bloodsucking insect [n] 

 

DEEEFRS FEEDERS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

DEEEFRS REFEEDS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

 

DEEEGMR DEMERGE to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEEEGMR EMERGED EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

 

DEEEGNR GREENED GREEN, to become green [v] 

DEEEGNR RENEGED RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

 

DEEEGRT DETERGE to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEEEGRT GREETED GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

 

DEEEHLW WHEEDLE to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEEEHLW WHEELED WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

 

DEEEHST SEETHED SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

DEEEHST SHEETED SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

 

DEEELRV LEVERED LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

DEEELRV REVELED REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

 

DEEEMNR EMENDER one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

DEEEMNR REEDMEN REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n] 

 

DEEEMNS DEMESNE legal possession of land as one's own [n -S] 

DEEEMNS SEEDMEN SEEDMAN, seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n] 

 

DEEENRS NEEDERS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

DEEENRS SNEERED SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

 

DEEEPRS SPEEDER one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

DEEEPRS SPEERED SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

 

DEEEPST DEEPEST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEEEPST STEEPED STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

 

DEEERSS RESEEDS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

DEEERSS SEEDERS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

 

DEEERST REESTED REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

DEEERST STEERED STEER, to direct course of [v] 

 

DEEERSV DESERVE to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEEERSV SEVERED SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 
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DEEFGIN FEEDING act of giving food to person or animal [n -S] / FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [v] 

DEEFGIN FEIGNED FEIGN, to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of) [v] 

 

DEEFIIS DEIFIES DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEEFIIS EDIFIES EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

 

DEEFINR DEFINER one that defines (to state meaning of) [n -S] 

DEEFINR REFINED REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

 

DEEFINS DEFINES DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEEFINS INFEEDS INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

 

DEEFIRS DEFIERS DEFIER, one that defies (to resist openly and boldly) [n] 

DEEFIRS SERIFED SERIF, fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter [adj] 

 

DEEFRSU DEFUSER one that defuses (to remove fuse from) [n -S] 

DEEFRSU REFUSED REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

 

DEEGHIN HEEDING HEED, to pay attention to [v] 

DEEGHIN NEIGHED NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

 

DEEGINN ENGINED ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

DEEGINN NEEDING NEED, to have urgent or essential use for [v] 

 

DEEGIRV DIVERGE to move in different directions from common point [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEEGIRV GRIEVED GRIEVE, to feel grief [v] 

 

DEEGLRU GRUELED GRUEL, to disable by hard work [v] 

DEEGLRU REGLUED REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

 

DEEGORR REORGED REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 

DEEGORR ROGERED ROGER, to indicate that message has been received [v] 

 

DEEHIRR HERRIED HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

DEEHIRR REHIRED REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

 

DEEIKLN KNEIDEL knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n -S, -DLACH] 

DEEIKLN LIKENED LIKEN, to represent as similar [v] 

 

DEEIKNS ENSKIED ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

DEEIKNS SKEINED SKEIN, to wind into long, loose coils [v] 

 

DEEILNR REDLINE to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEEILNR RELINED RELINE, to line again [v] 

 

DEEILPR PERILED PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

DEEILPR REPLIED REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 
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DEEILPS SPEILED SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

DEEILPS SPIELED SPIEL, to talk at length [v] 

 

DEEILRY REEDILY with thin, piping sound [adv] 

DEEILRY YIELDER one that yields (to give up) [n -S] 

 

DEEILSY EYELIDS EYELID, lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball [n] 

DEEILSY SEEDILY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv] 

 

DEEIMNR DEMINER one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DEEIMNR ERMINED ERMINE, fur of certain weasels [adj] 

 

DEEINPR REPINED REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

DEEINPR RIPENED RIPEN, to become ripe [v] 

 

DEEINRR DERNIER last [adj] 

DEEINRR NERDIER NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

 

DEEINRW REWIDEN to widen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEEINRW WIDENER one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n -S] 

 

DEEINRX INDEXER one that indexes (to provide with index) [n -S] 

DEEINRX REINDEX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

DEEINST DESTINE to determine beforehand [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEEINST ENDITES ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

 

DEEINSV DEVEINS DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEEINSV ENDIVES ENDIVE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

 

DEEINSW ENDWISE lengthwise [adv] 

DEEINSW SINEWED SINEW, to strengthen [v] 

 

DEEIOPX EPOXIDE epoxy compound [n -S] 

DEEIOPX EPOXIED EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

 

DEEIORS OREIDES OREIDE, oroide (alloy used to imitate gold) [n] 

DEEIORS OSIERED OSIER, European tree [adj] 

 

DEEIPRV DEPRIVE to take something away from [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEEIPRV PREDIVE preceding dive [adj] 

 

DEEIRRV DERIVER one that derives (to obtain or receive from source) [n -S] 

DEEIRRV REDRIVE to drive again [v -ROVE, -N, -ING, -S] 

 

DEEIRRW REWIRED REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

DEEIRRW WEIRDER WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 
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DEEIRSS DESIRES DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DEEIRSS RESIDES RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

 

DEEIRSU RESIDUE something remaining after removal of part [n -S] 

DEEIRSU UREIDES UREIDE, chemical compound [n] 

 

DEELMOR MODELER one that models (to plan or form after pattern) [n -S] 

DEELMOR REMODEL to make over [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

DEELORW LOWERED LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

DEELORW ROWELED ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

 

DEELOVV DEVOLVE to transfer from one person to another [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEELOVV EVOLVED EVOLVE, to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v] 

 

DEELRSU DUELERS DUELER, one that duels (to fight formally) [n] 

DEELRSU ELUDERS ELUDER, one that eludes (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

 

DEELRSW REWELDS REWELD, to weld again [v] 

DEELRSW WELDERS WELDER, one that welds (to join by applying heat) [n] 

 

DEEMNOT DEMETON insecticide [n -S] 

DEEMNOT TEENDOM teenagers collectively [n -S] 

 

DEEMNRS MENDERS MENDER, one that mends (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n] 

DEEMNRS REMENDS REMEND, to mend again [v] 

 

DEEMPRS DEPERMS DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DEEMPRS PREMEDS PREMED, student preparing for study of medicine [n] 

 

DEENNOT ENDNOTE note placed at end of text [n -S] 

DEENNOT TENONED TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

 

DEENOPS DEPONES DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEENOPS SPONDEE type of metrical foot [n -S] 

 

DEENORW ENDOWER one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

DEENORW REENDOW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEENRST STERNED STERN, rear part of ship [adj] 

DEENRST TENDERS TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

 

DEENRSU ENDURES ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

DEENRSU ENSURED ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

 

DEEOPRS DEPOSER one that deposes (to remove from office) [n -S] 

DEEOPRS REPOSED REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 
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DEEOPSS DEPOSES DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEEOPSS SPEEDOS SPEEDO, speedometer [n] 

 

DEEORRR ORDERER one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n -S] 

DEEORRR REORDER to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEEORST OERSTED unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

DEEORST TEREDOS TEREDO, bivalve mollusk [n] 

 

DEEPRSS DEPRESS to make sad [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEEPRSS PRESSED PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

 

DEEPRTU ERUPTED ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

DEEPRTU REPUTED REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

 

DEERRSS DRESSER one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n -S] 

DEERRSS REDRESS to set right [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

DEERSTW STREWED STREW, to scatter about [v] 

DEERSTW WRESTED WREST, to take away by force [v] 

 

DEFFIOS DIEOFFS DIEOFF, sudden decline in population [n] 

DEFFIOS OFFSIDE improper football play [n -S] 

 

DEFFNOS OFFENDS OFFEND, to commit offense [v] 

DEFFNOS SENDOFF farewell celebration [n -S] 

 

DEFFSTU DUFFEST DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] 

DEFFSTU STUFFED STUFF, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

 

DEFGIRU FIGURED FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

DEFGIRU FUDGIER FUDGY, resembling fudge (soft, sweet candy) [adj] 

 

DEFIILN INFIDEL one who has no religious faith [n -S] 

DEFIILN INFIELD part of baseball field [n -S] 

 

DEFILRT FLIRTED FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

DEFILRT TRIFLED TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

 

DEFLNOS ENFOLDS ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

DEFLNOS FONDLES FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

 

DEFLORS FOLDERS FOLDER, one that folds (to lay one part over another part of) [n] 

DEFLORS REFOLDS REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

 

DEFMORS DEFORMS DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEFMORS SERFDOM state of being serf (feudal slave) [n -S] 
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DEFNORU FOUNDER to become disabled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFNORU REFOUND REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEFNRSU FUNDERS FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

DEFNRSU REFUNDS REFUND, to give back [v] 

 

DEFORST DEFROST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFORST FROSTED type of milk shake [n -S] / FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] 

 

DEGGGLU GLUGGED GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

DEGGGLU GUGGLED GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

 

DEGGILN GELDING castrated animal [n -S] / GELD, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

DEGGILN NIGGLED NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

 

DEGGLOS DOGLEGS DOGLEG, to move along bent course [v] 

DEGGLOS SLOGGED SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

 

DEGHHIT HIGHTED HIGHT, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

DEGHHIT THIGHED THIGH, part of leg [adj] 

 

DEGHILT DELIGHT to give great pleasure to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGHILT LIGHTED LIGHT, to illuminate [v] 

 

DEGHIRT GIRTHED GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

DEGHIRT RIGHTED RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

 

DEGHOTU OUGHTED OUGHT, to owe (to be under obligation to pay or repay) [v] 

DEGHOTU TOUGHED TOUGH, to endure hardship [v] 

 

DEGIIRR RIDGIER RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

DEGIIRR RIGIDER RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

 

DEGIKLO DOGLIKE resembling dog [adj] 

DEGIKLO GODLIKE divine (pertaining to or characteristic of god) [adj] 

 

DEGILMN MELDING MELD, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

DEGILMN MINGLED MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

 

DEGILNT GLINTED GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v] 

DEGILNT TINGLED TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

 

DEGILOR GLORIED GLORY, to rejoice proudly [v] 

DEGILOR GODLIER GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

 

DEGIMNO DEMOING DEMO, to demonstrate [v] 

DEGIMNO MENDIGO freshwater fish [n -S] 
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DEGINNR GRINNED GRIN, to smile broadly [v] 

DEGINNR RENDING REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

 

DEGINNS ENDINGS ENDING, termination [n] 

DEGINNS SENDING SEND, to cause to go [v] 

 

DEGINNT DENTING DENT, to make depression in [v] 

DEGINNT TENDING TEND, to be disposed or inclined [v] 

 

DEGINOW WENDIGO windigo (evil demon in Algonquian mythology) [n -ES, -S] 

DEGINOW WIDGEON river duck [n -S] 

 

DEGINRR GRINDER one that grinds (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

DEGINRR REGRIND to grind again [v -ROUND, -ING, -S] 

 

DEGINRS DINGERS DINGER, home run [n] 

DEGINRS ENGIRDS ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

 

DEGINRW REDWING European thrush [n -S] 

DEGINRW WRINGED WRING, to twist so as to compress [v] 

 

DEGINSY DINGEYS DINGEY, dinghy (small boat) [n] 

DEGINSY DYEINGS DYEING, something colored with dye [n] 

 

DEGIRSU GUIDERS GUIDER, one that guides (to show way to) [n] 

DEGIRSU GURDIES GURDY, winch on fishing boat [n] 

 

DEGLNPU PLUNGED PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

DEGLNPU PUNGLED PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

 

DEGLNUU UNGLUED UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

DEGLNUU UNGULED having hoofs of color that is different from body -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

 

DEGLOSS GLOSSED GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

DEGLOSS GODLESS worshiping no god [adj] 

 

DEGLTTU GLUTTED GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

DEGLTTU GUTTLED GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 

 

DEGNORU GUERDON to reward (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGNORU UNDERGO to be subjected to [v -NE, RWENT, -ING, -S] 

 

DEGNRSU GERUNDS GERUND, verbal noun [n] 

DEGNRSU NUDGERS NUDGER, one that nudges (to push gently) [n] 

 

DEGNRTU GRUNTED GRUNT, to utter deep, guttural sound [v] 

DEGNRTU TRUDGEN swimming stroke [n -S] 
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DEGOORV GROOVED GROOVE, to form groove (long, narrow depression) [v] 

DEGOORV OVERDOG one that is dominant or victorious [n -S] 

 

DEHIRRU DHURRIE cotton rug made in India [n -S] 

DEHIRRU HURRIED HURRY, to move swiftly [v] 

 

DEHIRST DITHERS DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

DEHIRST SHIRTED SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 

 

DEHIRSV DERVISH member of Muslim religious order [n -ES] 

DEHIRSV SHRIVED SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

 

DEHNOOW HOEDOWN square dance [n -S] 

DEHNOOW WOODHEN weka (flightless bird) [n -S] 

 

DEHNORT THORNED THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

DEHNORT THRONED THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

 

DEHORST DEHORTS DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEHORST SHORTED SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

 

DEHOSTU SHOUTED SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 

DEHOSTU SOUTHED SOUTH, to move toward south (cardinal point of compass) [v] 

 

DEIILMT DELIMIT to mark boundaries of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEIILMT LIMITED train or bus making few stops [n -S] / LIMIT, to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v] 

 

DEIILOS DOILIES DOILY, small napkin [n] 

DEIILOS IDOLISE to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEIIMST MISEDIT to edit (to correct and prepare for publication) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEIIMST STIMIED STIMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 

 

DEIINOS IODINES IODINE, nonmetallic element [n] 

DEIINOS IONISED IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

 

DEIINRT INDITER one that indites (to write or compose) [n -S] 

DEIINRT NITRIDE to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

DEIINST INDITES INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

DEIINST TINEIDS TINEID, one of family of moths [n] 

 

DEIIPRT RIPTIDE tide that opposes other tides [n -S] 

DEIIPRT TIDERIP riptide (tide that opposes other tides) [n -S] 

 

DEIIRVV VIVERID mammalian family [n -S] 

DEIIRVV VIVIDER VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 
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DEIISTT DITTIES DITTY, short, simple song [n] 

DEIISTT TIDIEST TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

 

DEIKLLS DESKILL to reduce level of skill required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEIKLLS SKILLED SKILL, ability to do something well [adj] 

 

DEIKNSY DINKEYS DINKEY, small locomotive [n] 

DEIKNSY KIDNEYS KIDNEY, bodily organ [n] 

 

DEIKRSU DUIKERS DUIKER, small antelope [n] 

DEIKRSU DUSKIER DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj] 

 

DEILLRR DRILLER one that drills (to bore hole in) [n -S] 

DEILLRR REDRILL to drill again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEILLSU ILLUDES ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

DEILLSU SULLIED SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

 

DEILMOS MELOIDS MELOID, type of beetle [n] 

DEILMOS MIDSOLE middle layer of sole of shoe [n -S] 

 

DEILMPS DIMPLES DIMPLE, to mark with indentations [v] 

DEILMPS MISPLED MISPLEAD, to plead wrongly or falsely [v] 

 

DEILNPS SPINDLE to impale on slender rod [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEILNPS SPLINED SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

 

DEILNRT TENDRIL leafless organ of climbing plants [n -S] 

DEILNRT TRINDLE to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

DEILNSW SWINDLE to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEILNSW WINDLES WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

 

DEILNTW INDWELT INDWELL, to live within [v] 

DEILNTW WINTLED WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

 

DEILORS SOLDIER to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEILORS SOLIDER SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

 

DEILRSS SIDLERS SIDLER, one that sidles (to move sideways) [n] 

DEILRSS SLIDERS SLIDER, one that slides (to move smoothly along surface) [n] 

 

DEILRSW SWIRLED SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

DEILRSW WILDERS WILDER, to bewilder (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

 

DEILSTT SLITTED SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

DEILSTT STILTED STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 
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DEILSTU DILUTES DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DEILSTU DUELIST dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

 

DEIMMRT MIDTERM examination given in middle of academic semester [n -S] 

DEIMMRT TRIMMED TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

 

DEIMMSU DUMMIES DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

DEIMMSU MEDIUMS MEDIUM, surrounding environment in which something functions and thrives [n] 

 

DEIMNNU MINUEND number from which another is to be subtracted [n -S] 

DEIMNNU UNMINED not mined (to dig into for valuable materials) [adj] 

 

DEIMNRS MINDERS MINDER, one that minds (to heed (to pay attention to)) [n] 

DEIMNRS REMINDS REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

 

DEIMNSS DIMNESS state of being dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [n -ES] 

DEIMNSS MISSEND to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

 

DEIMNST MINDSET fixed mental attitude [n -S] 

DEIMNST MISTEND to tend to improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DEIMOST DISTOME parasitic flatworm [n -S] 

DEIMOST MODISTE dealer in stylish women's clothing [n -S] 

 

DEIMOTV MOTIVED MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v] 

DEIMOTV VOMITED VOMIT, to eject contents of stomach through mouth [v] 

 

DEIMPRU DUMPIER DUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

DEIMPRU UMPIRED UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

 

DEINNRS DINNERS DINNER, main meal of day [n] 

DEINNRS ENDRINS ENDRIN, insecticide [n] 

 

DEINORU DOURINE disease of horses [n -S] 

DEINORU NEUROID resembling nerve [adj] 

 

DEINPST DIPNETS DIPNET, to scoop fish with type of net [v] 

DEINPST STIPEND fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

 

DEINRSW REWINDS REWIND, to wind again [v] 

DEINRSW WINDERS WINDER, one that winds (to pass around object or fixed center) [n] 

 

DEINSST DISSENT to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEINSST SNIDEST SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adj] 

 

DEINSTY DENSITY state of being dense (compact (closely and firmly united)) [n -TIES] 

DEINSTY DESTINY fate or fortune to which one is destined [n -NIES] 
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DEIOSTU OUTSIDE outer side, surface, or part [n -S] 

DEIOSTU TEDIOUS causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired (sapped of strength))) [adj] 

 

DEIPRSS PRISSED PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

DEIPRSS SPIDERS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

 

DEIPRST SPIRTED SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

DEIPRST STRIPED STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

 

DEIPRSU SIRUPED SIRUP, to syrup (to sweeten with thick sweet liquid) [v] 

DEIPRSU UPDRIES UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

 

DEIRRST STIRRED STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

DEIRRST STRIDER one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S] 

 

DEIRSST DISSERT to discuss in learned or formal manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEIRSST STRIDES STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

 

DEIRSSU DISEURS DISEUR, skilled reciter [n] 

DEIRSSU SUDSIER SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

 

DEIRSTU DUSTIER DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DEIRSTU STUDIER one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n -S] 

 

DEIRSTV DIVERTS DIVERT, to turn aside [v] 

DEIRSTV STRIVED STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

 

DEISSTU STUDIES STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

DEISSTU TISSUED TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

 

DEKLNRU KNURLED KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

DEKLNRU RUNKLED RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

 

DELMORU MOULDER to molder (to turn to dust by natural decay) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELMORU REMOULD to mould again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DELNOOS NOODLES NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

DELNOOS SNOOLED SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

 

DELNOSU LOUDENS LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

DELNOSU NODULES NODULE, small node [n] 

 

DELNRTU RUNDLET small barrel [n -S] 

DELNRTU TRUNDLE to propel by causing to rotate [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

DELOOPS POODLES POODLE, heavy-coated dog [n] 

DELOOPS SPOOLED SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v] 
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DELOPPP PLOPPED PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

DELOPPP POPPLED POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

 

DELOPRS POLDERS POLDER, tract of low land reclaimed from body of water [n] 

DELOPRS PRESOLD PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

 

DELOPRT DROPLET tiny drop [n -S] 

DELOPRT PRETOLD PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

 

DELOSTU LOUDEST LOUD, strongly audible [adj] 

DELOSTU TOUSLED TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

 

DELPRSU DRUPELS DRUPEL, drupelet (small drupe) [n] 

DELPRSU SLURPED SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

 

DEMNORS MODERNS MODERN, person of modern times or views [n] 

DEMNORS RODSMEN RODSMAN, rodman (surveyor's assistant) [n] 

 

DEMNOTU DEMOUNT to remove from mounting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMNOTU MOUNTED MOUNT, to get up on [v] 

 

DENNOTU UNNOTED not noted (to write down) [adj] 

DENNOTU UNTONED lacking in muscular definition [adj] 

 

DENNOUW ENWOUND ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

DENNOUW UNOWNED not owned (to have as belonging) [adj] 

 

DENNSTU DUNNEST DUN, of dull brown color [adj] 

DENNSTU STUNNED STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

 

DENOOPS SNOOPED SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

DENOOPS SPOONED SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

 

DENOOTU DUOTONE illustration in two tones [n -S] 

DENOOTU OUTDONE OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

 

DENOPRT PORTEND to serve as omen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENOPRT PROTEND to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DENOPRU POUNDER one that pounds (to strike heavily and repeatedly) [n -S] 

DENOPRU UNROPED not roped (to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers)) [adj] / UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

 

DENORRU RONDURE circle or sphere [n -S] 

DENORRU ROUNDER ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] / tool for rounding [n -S] 

 

DENORST RODENTS RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

DENORST SNORTED SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 
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DENORSW DOWNERS DOWNER, depressant drug [n] 

DENORSW WONDERS WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 

 

DENORSY RODNEYS RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

DENORSY YONDERS YONDER, far distance [n] 

 

DENOSUW SWOUNED SWOUN, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

DENOSUW UNSOWED not sowed (to scatter over land for growth, as seed) [adj] 

 

DENPRTU PRUDENT having, showing, or exercising good judgment [adj] 

DENPRTU UPTREND tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

 

DENRSSU SUNDERS SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

DENRSSU UNDRESS to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -EST, -ING, -ES] 

 

DENSTTU STUDENT person formally engaged in learning [n -S] 

DENSTTU STUNTED STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 

 

DEOOPRT TORPEDO to damage or sink with underwater missile [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

DEOOPRT TROOPED TROOP, to move or gather in crowds [v] 

 

DEOOPSW SWOOPED SWOOP, to make sudden descent [v] 

DEOOPSW WOOPSED WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

 

DEOORTU OUTDOER one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n -S] 

DEOORTU OUTRODE OUTRIDE, to ride faster or better than [v] 

 

DEOPSSU PSEUDOS PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be intellectual) [n] 

DEOPSSU SPOUSED SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

 

DEOPSTU OUTSPED OUTSPEED, to go faster than [v] 

DEOPSTU SPOUTED SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

 

DEORSSS DOSSERS DOSSER, basket carried on back [n] 

DEORSSS DROSSES DROSS, waste matter [n] 

 

DEORSSW DOWSERS DOWSER, one that dowses (to search for underground water with divining rod) [n] 

DEORSSW DROWSES DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

 

DEORSTW STROWED STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

DEORSTW WORSTED woolen yarn [n -S] / WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

 

DEORSTY DESTROY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEORSTY STROYED STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

 

DERSSTU DUSTERS DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DERSSTU TRUSSED TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 


